**1 PARTS CHECK**

1) MAKE SURE THE CORRECT MULLION IS BEING USED AND THE APPROPRIATE RIM DEVICES ARE AVAILABLE.
2) MAKE SURE ALL NEEDED PARTS ARE ON HAND.

**NOTE:** LIST DOES NOT REFLECT ALL POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

| 1. CR UNIT | 4. BOTTOM MULLION FITTING |
| 2. TOP MULLION FITTING ASSY. | 5. TOP MULLION FITTING BASE |
| 3. MULLION | 6. ADJUSTMENT SHIM |
| 7. MORTISE CYLINDER | 8. SCREW PACK |

**Bottom Mullion Fitting**

| 1/4”-20x3/4” UFPHMS (4 QTY) |
| CYLINDER NUT (1 QTY) |
| CYLINDER RETAINER BRACKET (1 QTY) |
| 1/4”-20x2” PPHMS (4 QTY) |

**Stabilizer Blocks**

| 3/8” STEEL ANCHORS |
| 3/8”-16x1-1/4” FPHMS (2 QTY) |
| STABILIZER BLOCKS (4 QTY - CRF-4023 ONLY) |
| 1/4”-20x1-1/4” FPHMS (8 QTY - CRF-4023 ONLY) |

**CRF-4023 & CR-4023**

**Mullion Installation Instructions**

1. **Screw in Adjustment Screw on the Top Mullion Fitting Assembly as Far As Possible.**
2. **Drop Bottom of Mullion Assembly Over the Bottom Mullion Fitting and Swing Mullion Assembly Into Place.** If Mullion Assembly Will Not Swing and Lock Into Place, Look at the Location of the Plunger With Respect to the Locator on the CR Unit.
   - A. If the Plunger is Above the Locator, the Mullion Assembly is Too Short. 1) Swing the Mullion Assembly Away from the Door Opening. 2) Loosen the Top Mullion Fitting Assembly Mounting Screws Enough to Slide in the Adjustment Shim. 3) Slide the Adjustment Shim Between the Frame and the Top Mullion Fitting Base and Retighten the Mounting Screws.
   - B. If the Plunger is Below the Locator, the Mullion Assembly is Too Long. Resize the Mullion Assembly Per Section 5, Steps 3 and 4.
3. **Turn the Key in the Cylinder and Pull the Mullion Assembly Away. Re-Install Mullion Assembly.** Repeat Four to Five Times to Ensure Proper Function.
4. **Once the Mullion Assembly is in Place, Slide a Screwdriver Thru the Slot Above the Cylinder at the Top of the CR Unit and Back the Adjustment Screw Out of the Top Mullion Fitting Assembly Until the Mullion Assembly is Held Tight.**
5. **Turn the Key in the Cylinder.** If it Does Not Freely Turn, Turn the Adjustment Screw in the Top Mullion Fitting Assembly in By ONE-QUARTER Turn and Repeat. If Key Still Does Not Freely Turn, Repeat Process Until Key Freely Turns and Mullion Assembly Can be Pulled from Opening.
6. **Insert Mullion Assembly Back into Opening.**
7. **For Fire Rated Mullions, Install Stabilizer Blocks, 2 Per Door. (See Instruction in the Center of This Book, DT-4312).**
8. **Install Device Per Device Installation Instructions.**
9. **Finish (Paint) Mullion Making Sure to Mask the Warning Sticker to Prevent Painting Over It.**
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2. **DOOR OPENING LAYOUT**

1. The door should be fitted and hung inside the frame.
2. Check squareness of the frame at the center of the opening with respect to the doors. If the frame is not square, it may be necessary to adjust the frame, or to shim the top fitting with a shim, to provide a squared fit to get proper mullion engagement.
3. Mark centerline of opening on top frame and on floor.

4. **MULLION FITTING INSTALLATION**

1. Mark the top of the frame per the drilling template from the center of this book. Center punch, drill, and tap marked holes thru both frame skin and reinforcement.
2. Mount top mullion fitting assembly and top mullion fitting base on frame using four 1/4"-20x2" PPHMS.
3. Prepare finished floor to receive 3/8" steel anchors at locations marked in step 4. Install bottom mullion fitting on floor.

3. **MULLION PREPARATION**

1. Using cylinder nut and cylinder retainer bracket, install mortise cylinder in CR unit. It may be necessary to push the spring loaded locking plate in the CR unit up to screw on the cylinder nut. After installing the cylinder, insert and turn key to check function of the CR unit (see below).
2. Assemble the CR unit to the mullion with four 1/4"-20x3/4" UFPHMS.
3. Measure the height of the door opening as shown below at the centerline of the door opening. Record measurement ("Y") here:

   \[
   Y = Y - 5/8
   \]

4. Mark mullion and CR unit assembly on all sides of the mullion body to the measurement taken in step 5 minus 5/8", then cut the mullion assembly to the marked length.

\[
X = Y - 5/8
\]
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 2-1/4&quot;</td>
<td>7/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 2-1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For stop width</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Instructions

1. Drill #8 bit (0.199") thru frame and reinforcement, then tap for 1/4"-20 machine screw.

2. Cut here for stop width.

3. Device Ref. C

4. Stabilizer blocks

5. Top Mullion Fitting Assembly Drilling Template

6. CRF-4023 and CR-4023 Mullion

---

**Stabilizer Block Door Preparation**

2-3/4" for 19 series

3-3/4" for 18 and XX series

---

**Tempalte Assembly Drilling**

---

**Opening**

---

**Opening**

---